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Abstract 

 
The Segmentation of fingerprint image is an important step in the fingerprint identification. The 

objective of the fingerprint image segmentation is to separating the foreground regions from the 

background regions. Accurate segmentation of fingerprint images influences directly the performance 

of minutiae extraction like minutiae and singular points. In this paper, an algorithm for the 

segmentation of fingerprint image is presented. The method uses block-wise coherence. Fingerprint 

data has been taken from NIST databases 14. The segmentation algorithm has been trained on 

fingerprints of this database, but not on these particular fingerprints. Human inspection shows that 

the block-wise coherence algorithm provides satisfactory result. 
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1. Introduction 

The Segmentation of fingerprint image is an important step in the fingerprint 

identification. Segmentation is a process to isolate features from a fingerprint image and is 

often a key step in interpreting the fingerprint image. It is a process in which regions or 

features sharing similar characteristics are identified and grouped together. A captured 

fingerprint image usually consists of two components, which are called the foreground and 

the background.  

The objective of the fingerprint image segmentation is to separating the foreground 

regions from the background regions. The foreground regions correspond to the clear 

fingerprint area containing the ridges and valleys, which is the Region of Interest (ROI). The 

background corresponds to the regions outside the borders of the fingerprint area, which do 

not contain any valid fingerprint information.  

If the image background were always uniform and lighter than the fingerprint area, a 

simple approach based on local intensity could be effective for discriminating foreground and 

background; in practice, the low quality of fingerprint image requires more robust 

segmentation techniques. The problem of segmentation features is being sensitive to the 

quality of image. The first problem is the presence of noise that results from dust and grease 

on the surface of live-scan fingerprint scanners. The second problem is false traces which 

remain in the previous image acquisition. The third problem is low contrast fingerprint ridges 
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generated through inconsistent contact, dry/wet finger surface. The fourth problem is the 

presence of an indistinct boundary if the features in the fixed size of window are used. 

 Accurate segmentation of fingerprint images influences directly the performance of 

minutiae extraction like minutiae and singular points. Most feature extraction algorithms 

extract a lot of false features when applied to the noisy background area [1]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

The current segmentation of fingerprint about foreground and background of the main 

methods can be summed up in the following two types: one is based on the pixel-wise of 

segmentation, and the other is based on the block-wise of segmentation. Both are based on 

fingerprint image of the demographic characteristics to design algorithm. 

Pixel-wise features of the gray-scale image form the basis of segmentation. The 

feature vector of each pixel is classified, the class determining the region. Selected pixel 

features include local mean, local variance, standard deviation, and Gabor response of the 

fingerprint image. Because pixel-wise features segmentation method is time consuming and 

computational complexity, block-based features are usually used in the commercial automatic 

fingerprint recognition systems [16]. Block mean, block standard deviation, block gradient 

histogram, block average magnitude of the gradient are some common features used for 

fingerprint segmentation. 

Several approaches to pixel-wise fingerprint image segmentation are known from 

literature. In [1] proposed a pixel-wise segmentation technique, where three pixel features; 

the coherence, the mean, and the variance are computed for each pixel. An optimal linear 

classifier is trained for classification per pixel, while morphology is applied as post 

processing to obtain compact clusters and to reduce the number of classification error. In [6], 

fingerprint images are segmented based on pixel-wise coherence, combine with some 

morphological operations is capable of accurately segmenting fingerprint of very bad quality 

that cannot be processed by the variance-based methods. In [7] trains a quadric surface model 

based on pixel-wise CMV (Coherence, Mean and Varian) features. In [18] proposes a 

multiscale Gabor wavelet filter bank using the Phase of Multiscale Gabor wavelets for robust 

and efficient fingerprint segmentation. In [9] apply convex hull algorithm to fingerprint 

segmentation. In [10] propose a personalized fingerprint segmentation method: Automatic 

Labeling based Linear Neighborhood Propagation (ALLNP), which learns a segmentation 
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model special for each input fingerprint image based on the input image only. In [11] 

proposes to segment fingerprint based on Gaussian-Hermite moments.  

Several approaches to block-wise fingerprint image segmentation are known from 

literature. In [2], the fingerprint as an original image is partitioned in blocks of 16 x 16 pixels 

and segmented using the statistics derived from the directional image. The directional image 

can be thought of as an image transform, where each pixel of an image represents direction of 

the local grey level uniformity. This method is suited for simple images like fingerprint and 

other images that consist of only background and foreground, but whose histogram may not 

necessarily be bimodal. In [3] proposed a composite method that, besides histograms of 

orientations, computes the gray-scale variance of each block and, in the absence of reliable 

information from the histograms, assigns the low-variance blocks to the background. In [4] 

computes the variance of the projection signal on different directions with the prior 

knowledge that the foreground block is of large variance along the direction orthogonal to the 

orientation of the ridges is used to classify each 16 × 16 block and is of small variance along 

the direction parallel to the ridges, and background is usually of small variance along all 

directions. In [5], the output of a set of Gabor filters is used as input to a clustering algorithm 

that constructs spatially compact clusters. In[12] discriminated foreground and background 

by using the average magnitude of the gradient in each image block; in fact, because the 

fingerprint area is rich in edges due to the ridge/valley alternation, the gradient response is 

high in the fingerprint area and small in the background. In [13] proposes a segmentation 

method consisting of two steps: in the primary segmentation, non-ridge regions and 

unrecoverable low quality ridge regions are removed as background by a well trained neural 

network, and the secondary segmentation, the remaining ridges are identified and removed 

according to the two typical differences between the remaining ridges and the true ridges. In 

[14] uses a hidden Markov model (HMM) to solve the problem of fragmented segmentation. 

In [15] segmentation of fingerprint uses three block features: the block clusters degree, the 

block mean information, and the block variance. In [17] uses the gradient vector field. 

Fingerprint image is divided into 15 × 15 block. For each block is obtained gradient vectors 

using Sobel Operator. Compute the average gradient magnitude and direction variance. 

Calculate the block quality score to determine block is foreground or background. 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Variance Dynamic Threshold 
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In a fingerprint image, the background regions have a very low variance value, 

whereas the foreground regions have a very high variance. Hence, a method based on 

variance dynamic threshold [8] can be used to perform the segmentation. The following is a 

segmentation algorithm using variance dynamic threshold in [8]; 

1. choosed a desire threshold (T) value; 

2. grouped of both 1G and 2G class grayscale image based on the threshold value; 

3. average grayscale group:  )( 11 Gm   and )( 22 Gm  Defined a new threshold base on 

1m and 2m , 
2

' 21 mm
T


  

4. compared old T (threshold) with new T’, if 'TT  then TT ' repeat step 1 to 4 until both 

thresholds have same value; 

5. compute image mean and variant used block WxW  

 

 

 

 

 

where, )(kV is variant of  k-block, W is size of block, )(kM is grayscale mean of k block 

),( ji is image coordinates; 

6. if TkV )( then set pixels as a background colour (black) else set as a foreground (stay 

colour). 

 

3.2 Proposed Segmentation Algorithm 

a. Gradients 

The first steps for calculating the gradient at pixel ),( ji are as follows: 

1. Firstly, a block of size WW  is centred at pixel ),( ji  in the fingerprint image. 

2. For each pixel in the block, compute the gradients ),( jiGx and ),( jiGy which are 

the gradient magnitudes in the x and y directions, respectively. The horizontal Sobel 

operator is used to compute ),( jiGx : 
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The vertical Sobel operator is used to compute ),( jiGy : 
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b. Coherence 

Using some trigonometric identities, an expression for average squared gradient 

vectors to estimated the local orientation at pixel ),( ji  in block WxW can using the 

following equation: 
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Where ),( ji is the least square estimate of the local orientation at pixel ),( ji . 

The gradient coherence could be used to reflect the orientation coherence of the 

texture. The gradient coherence value is usually larger in foreground of the fingerprint image, 

where the gray values are much smoother along the direction of the ridge than that at the 

perpendicular direction of the ridge. Gradient coherence in each block can be calculated by 

following formulas: 

),(
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4. Experimental Results and Conclusions 

This section presents some experimental result of the segmentation algorithm. First, in 

figure 1, segmentation results are shown for two methods using NIST Database 14. 
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Figure 1.  1a, 2a, 3a, 4a are segmentation using variance dynamic  

     threshold and 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b are segmentation using block- 

     wise coherence. 

1a 1b 

2a 2b 

3a 3b 

4a 4b 
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 The segmentation algorithm has been trained on fingerprints of this database, but not 

on these particular fingerprints. Figure 2a, 3a, 4a shows a segmented fingerprint image can be 

observed that is contain valid fingerprint information at foreground area is lost or covering by 

black color pixel block. It is can decrease accuracy to processing of fingerprint identification, 

that is orientation field estimation, detection of singular point or detection of minutiae. 

Whereas according to Figure 1a not contain pixel block covering ridges and valleys because 

fingerprint have a very good quality. In figure 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b foreground area of fingerprint 

not covering pixel block fingerprint area containing the ridges and valleys. Human inspection 

shows that the block-wise coherence algorithm provides satisfactory result. 
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